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Poster design

two columns of which: 
1. left column for introduction + FD 

2. right column SD + laser 
would have a good visibility. 

(in current version, laser part is in the left 
column…) 



Plots to be generated
FD event rate plots: 

 
#1 hybrid raw event rate 

 
#2 cumulative # of FD events (if we 

need a text space for plot #1, 
maybe hard to squeeze in) 

 
#3 FD event rate with Xmax 

selection

⓵ ②

⓷
who can generate? 

F.Salamida, L.Perrone, …



Plots to be generated
#4 FD uptime plot: 

 

④

who can generate? 
F.Salamida, L.Perrone, …

I suggest to 
merge the two 

plots in the NIM 
paper (“on-time 

fraction” & 
“working 

efficiency”) into 
a single plot.



Plots to be generated
SD event rate plots: 

(superposed plots of 750(rescaled)/
1500 m arrays) 

 
#5 T3 event rate 

 
#6 6T5 event rate (>3 EeV)  ⓺

who can generate? 
K.Choi, I.Maris, R.Sato, 

C.Bonifazi, I.Lhenry-Yvon, …

⑤

* seems there will be not enough space 
for the cumulated # of SD events. 

1) we could generate and see what 
happens 

2) if we decide to omit it, we can omit 
the FD one too for consistency



Plots to be generated
#11 Laser & calibration tools
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• mean A/P of air showers

• battery/solar panel lifetime

• attenuation parameters (deduced from CIC) vs time

• Time trend of Xmax : a plot showing the mean Xmax as a 
function of time (or just in two time intervals)

Other candidates discussed
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Notes

• Suggestion for a EB (seems to be a single person?) to be 
done soon 
(confirmed participants in the last meeting: Rossella, 
Isabelle, Corinne, Bruce)


• Internal (CB) proceeding dead line: 6/16 
(question: can we only include plots that were shown in 
the poster?)



Plots presented in ICRC2011 (7 plots)
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Back up
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